Noninvasive Detection of Response and Resistance in EGFR-Mutant Lung Cancer Using Quantitative Next-Generation Genotyping of Cell-Free Plasma DNA
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Abstract

Purpose: Tumor genotyping using cell-free plasma DNA (cfDNA) has the potential to allow noninvasive assessment of tumor biology, yet many existing assays are cumbersome and vulnerable to false-positive results. We sought to determine whether droplet digital PCR (ddPCR) of cfDNA would allow highly specific and quantitative assessment of tumor genotype.

Experimental Design: ddPCR assays for EGFR, KRAS, and BRAF mutations were developed using plasma collected from patients with advanced lung cancer or melanoma of a known tumor genotype. Sensitivity and specificity were determined using cancers with nonoverlapping genotypes as positive and negative controls. Serial assessment of response and resistance was studied in patients with EGFR-mutant lung cancer on a prospective trial of erlotinib.

Results: We identified a reference range for EGFR L858R and exon 19 deletions in specimens from KRAS-mutant lung cancer, allowing identification of candidate thresholds with high sensitivity and 100% specificity. Received operative characteristic curve analysis of four assays demonstrated an area under the curve in the range of 0.80 to 0.94. Sensitivity improved in specimens with optimal cfDNA concentrations. Serial plasma genotyping of EGFR-mutant lung cancer on erlotinib demonstrated pretreatment detection of EGFR mutations, complete plasma response in most cases, and increasing levels of EGFR T790M emerging before objective progression.

Conclusions: Noninvasive genotyping of cfDNA using ddPCR demonstrates assay qualities that could allow effective translation into a clinical diagnostic. Serial quantification of plasma genotype allows noninvasive assessment of response and resistance, including detection of resistance mutations up to 16 weeks before radiographic progression. Clin Cancer Res; 20(6); 1698–705. ©2014 AACR.

Introduction

Tumor genotyping has proven to be an invaluable biomarker for identifying subsets of solid tumors with unique sensitivity to targeted therapies. Non–small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) harboring EGFR and ALK mutations and melanomas harboring BRAF mutations have been shown to be highly sensitive to targeted kinase inhibition (1–3). KRAS mutations have similarly been shown to have a negative predictive value in identifying cancers that will not respond to EGFR antibodies and EGFR kinase inhibitors (4, 5). With innumerable new genotypic biomarkers in development, the power of cancer genomics may become limited only by the availability of biopsy specimens for genotyping. Furthermore, the challenges of genotype-directed cancer care grow even greater when rebiopsy is needed to characterize and target specific resistance mechanisms. Noninvasive techniques for tumor genotyping may be needed to fully realize the potential of genotype-directed cancer care. Early research suggested that circulating tumor cell capture and analysis had potential as a noninvasive marker of tumor genotype (6); however, clinical development of these technologies has been slow. Several studies have now suggested that highly sensitive genotyping assays can detect mutations in cell-free plasma DNA (cfDNA) from patients with cancer, potentially reflecting the biology of a patient’s cancer (7–10). Unfortunately, a challenge of highly sensitive genotyping assays is the detection of low-prevalence mutant alleles of uncertain clinical significance. In a recent study, lung cancers positive for EGFR mutations only with a highly sensitive tumor genotyping assay did not
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demonstrate the expected durable benefit from EGFR kinase inhibitors, suggesting detection of false positives or mutations present in minor populations (11). The challenge of false-positive results is even greater when studying plasma cfDNA: because cfDNA is mostly of germline origin from ruptured benign cells, tumor-derived mutations are inherently present at a low prevalence, lowering the signal-to-noise ratio of any detection assay.

Toward the goal of identifying an assay for noninvasive genotyping that has a high positive predictive value (PPV), is applicable to multiple genotype-defined solid tumors, and can be easily translated into clinical laboratories, we evaluated cfDNA genotyping using droplet digital PCR (ddPCR). By using a quantitative assay, we aimed to develop a biomarker both for accurate diagnosis of a targetable tumor genotype as well as for convenient monitoring of disease status.

Materials and Methods
Patient population
For our primary study population, we selected patients with advanced NSCLC undergoing routine tumor genotyp-
analysis. A detailed protocol for each ddPCR assay is provided in the Supplementary Materials and Methods. Each plasma sample was analyzed in triplicate with an increasing quantity of input DNA (e.g., 1, 2, and 4 μL) on a QX100 digital droplet reader (Supplementary Materials and Methods). Results were reported as copies of mutant allele per mL of plasma, as done by prior investigators (9, 10).

Results

Assay characteristics

We first developed two assays for EGFR L858R and exon 19 deletions; the latter assay was designed to detect loss of the wild-type signal and therefore could detect exon 19 deletions of variable sequence. Specifically, the assay is designed in such a manner that a VIC®-labeled “reference probe” sequence is shared by both the wild-type and the deletion mutants, whereas the FAM™-labeled probe sequence spans the hotspots of the deletion and thus is only present in wild-type samples (13). An EGFR exon 19 wild-type sample will therefore show both FAM™- and VIC®-labeled droplets, whereas an EGFR exon 19 mutant will only have VIC®-labeled droplets. To demonstrate the analytic sensitivity and specificity of each assay, each ddPCR cycling condition was optimized to yield the maximum fluorescent signal with minimal increase in background signal (Supplementary Fig. S1). Using serial dilutions of mutant DNA, we found that ddPCR detects mutation prevalence between 0.005% and 0.01%, with a sensitivity of 5 to 20 mutant copies in a background of 10,000 wild-type copies (Supplementary Fig. S2), depending on the mutation assayed. Experiments were repeated over 3 nonconsecutive days. Both assays demonstrated linear quantification of allelic prevalence across a dynamic range spanning 4 orders of magnitude. From a technical standpoint, this suggests that ddPCR provides a reliable and quantitative measure of low-prevalence EGFR mutant alleles within a plasma sample.

Maximizing positive predictive value

To optimize the specificity of our EGFR genotyping assays (and utility in guiding clinical decisions), we tested the incidence of false-positive reads in a gold-standard negative population. To ensure selection of patients certain to be wild-type for EGFR, we studied patients with KRAS-mutant lung cancers. Large studies have found that EGFR and KRAS mutations are nonoverlapping in NSCLC and represent distinct cancer populations (15, 16). Furthermore, KRAS-mutant lung cancers are recognized to be insensitive to treatment with EGFR kinase inhibitors (5, 17); although small subpopulations of cells within an individual KRAS-mutant lung cancer might hypothetically harbor mutations in EGFR, they evidently do not affect drug sensitivity for these cancers. Therefore, any EGFR-mutant DNA found in the plasma of patients with KRAS-mutant NSCLC can be interpreted as biologically insignificant and representative of the “reference range” for our assay.

We first studied the EGFR L858R assay in 23 patients with NSCLC, 12 with EGFR L858R, and 11 with KRAS mutations in their cancers. Low levels of EGFR L858R were detected in 2 KRAS-mutant cases (18%) with a peak level of 0.9 copies/mL (Fig. 2A). Using 1 copy/mL as our threshold

Figure 2. Detection of mutant alleles in gold-standard positive and negative populations, using assays for EGFR L858R (A), EGFR exon 19 deletion (B), and KRAS G12C (C). ROC curves are also shown (D–F). By studying plasma from patients with lung cancer with nonoverlapping genotypes, a “reference range” for each assay can be identified. Dashed lines represent one candidate threshold for positive with a very high specificity and acceptable sensitivity.
for a positive result, 8 of 12 cases could be correctly identified as positive for EGFR L858R. We next studied the variable exon 19 deletion assay in a new cohort of 23 patients with NSCLC, 9 with EGFR exon 19 deletions, and 14 with KRAS mutations in their cancers. Low levels of EGFR exon 19 deletions were detected in 3 KRAS-mutant cases (21%) with a peak value of 5 copies/mL (Fig. 2B). Using 6 copies/mL as our threshold for a positive result, 6 of 9 cases could be correctly identified as positive for EGFR exon 19 deletion. Finally, we tested the reverse experiment in 31 patients with NSCLC using a KRAS G12C assay that we developed as above. Of 17 patients with EGFR-mutant lung cancer, none had measurable mutant KRAS (Fig. 2C). Using a threshold of 0.5 copies/mL, 10 of 14 KRAS G12C cases could be correctly identified as positive. For each assay, a receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve was generated, with an area under the curve (AUC) in the range of 0.8 to 0.9 (Fig. 2D–F).

To gauge the generalizability of this assay to other genotype-defined malignancies, we developed an assay for BRAF V600E in the fashion described above and tested plasma specimens from 13 patients with melanoma. Using a threshold of 0.5 copies/mL for a positive result, 7 of 8 cases could be correctly identified as positive, and the ROC curve had a high AUC (Supplementary Fig. S3), demonstrating potential value of ddPCR genotyping in a disease other than NSCLC.

Quality control to improve sensitivity

To better understand the false-negative results, we measured human long interspersed element 1 (LINE-1) to assess the quantity and quality of cfDNA from the 32 EGFR- and KRAS-mutant lung cancer cases (true positives) studied in the above experiments. LINE-1 is an easily measured, genomically common retrotransposon that has been previously used to estimate total DNA in plasma (Supplementary Fig. S4; ref. 18). Median LINE-1 concentration was 168 ng/mL (interquartile range, 73–620 ng/mL) across the 32 specimens.

Detection of mutant alleles improved with increased levels of LINE-1 (Fig. 3). Sensitivity was 81% in the 16 cases with LINE-1 levels higher than median, and 50% in the 16 cases with LINE-1 levels below median (P = 0.07). However, three outlier cases with the highest levels of LINE-1 (greater than approximately 20,000 ng/mL) had no detectable levels of plasma genotype, likely indicating a high quantity of germline DNA obscuring detection of mutant cfDNA. These results suggest that LINE-1 levels may assist in identifying which plasma specimens are vulnerable to falsely negative genotyping result.

Developing a disease-monitoring biomarker

To assess the value of cfDNA genotype prevalence as a disease-monitoring biomarker, we quantified the range of variability. Using the techniques described above, we generated a fifth genotyping assay to detect the EGFR T790M mutation. We generated human plasma DNA specimens that contained either 1, 2, 10, or 20 copies of EGFR T790M per 25-μL reaction, divided each into 32 individual specimens, and tested each of these for T790M prevalence by ddPCR. The assay exhibited a Poisson distribution between positives droplets and sample input with acceptable coefficient of variance in the range of 20% to 30% (Supplementary Fig. S5), suggesting that changes exceeding this amount could represent a true change in tumor burden or biology.

To gauge feasibility, we studied serial plasma specimens from patients with genotype-defined lung cancer or melanoma to determine whether changes in cfDNA were representative of tumor biology (Fig. 4). In a patient with EGFR-mutant NSCLC receiving chemotherapy after failing erlotinib (Fig. 4A), an increase in plasma L858R and T790M was seen with development of new brain metastases, followed by decreased plasma levels when treatment on a clinical trial was initiated. In a second case of EGFR-mutant NSCLC receiving chemotherapy (Fig. 4B), plasma L858R decreased as the patient’s pleural drainage resolved, though computed tomography imaging of the nonmeasurable disease showed disease stability. In a patient with KRAS-mutant NSCLC and bone metastases (Fig. 4C), chemotherapy caused a decrease in plasma G12C levels concordant with improved pain control and decreased opiate requirement. Finally, a patient with BRAF-mutant melanoma had progression on experimental immune therapy followed by response to vemurafenib (Fig. 4D), seen in the increase and decrease of plasma V600E levels. This pilot experience suggests cfDNA genotyping has value for serial assessment of disease status, even in patients without objectively measurable disease on CT.

Monitoring for resistance mutations

To determine whether ddPCR could identify the development of resistance mutations after treatment with targeted therapy, we studied patients with advanced EGFR-mutant NSCLC treated on a prospective clinical trial of first-
line erlotinib (NCT00997334), limiting our analysis to 13 patients that had serial plasma specimens collected until development of objective progression per the Response Evaluation Criteria in Solid Tumors (RECIST). In each of these patients, genotyping of archived tissue at diagnosis identified an EGFR exon 19 deletion without evidence of T790M. Four patients had no detectable pretreatment plasma genotype and were excluded, leaving 9 cases (69%) for analysis.

All 9 patients exhibited a plasma response to erlotinib, with 8 demonstrating a complete plasma response (Fig. 5). In 6 of the patients, plasma levels of mutant EGFR were again detected at objective progression, with plasma progression detected 4 to 24 weeks before RECIST progression. In each of these patients, plasma T790M could also be identified at progression, generally at somewhat lower levels than the EGFR sensitizing mutation. Four of these patients had a tumor rebiopsy adequate for EGFR genotyping, and T790M was confirmed in each. The remaining 3 patients had no reemergence of plasma genotype at objective progression; notably, each of these patients had indolent asymptomatic progression in the chest only, such that they subsequently continued single-agent erlotinib off-protocol.

Discussion

We herein describe a new quantitative assay for plasma-based tumor genotyping, which has been technically optimized for translation into clinical practice. By quantifying the prevalence of targetable genotypes in clinical plasma specimens, and through study of rigorous gold-standard negative cases harboring nonoverlapping cancer genotypes, we have identified a reference range for EGFR and KRAS mutation detection using ddPCR. Using such a calculated threshold as the criteria for a positive result, as well as LINE-1 concentration to eliminate poor quality specimens, our data suggest that this assay can have high sensitivity and specificity. These proposed thresholds require prospective validation.

Because many targetable genotypes are relatively uncommon, we have focused our assay development on maximizing specificity. Consider, for example, a plasma assay for detecting EGFR sensitizing mutations, present in 8.6% of 10,000 patients with NSCLC from the large French
experience (19). In this population, a plasma assay for EGFR mutations with 80% sensitivity and 90% or 95% specificity would have a PPV of only 43% or 60%, respectively. For this reason, a clinical-grade assay will likely need to sacrifice sensitivity to optimize specificity. In the same population, an assay with 70% sensitivity and 99% or 100% specificity would result in a PPV of 87% or 100%, respectively. Furthermore, the need to maximize specificity is magnified when testing for rarer genotypes such as BRAF V600E in NSCLC, representing only 2% of patients (20). One valuable characteristic of a quantitative assay such as ddPCR is the flexibility to allow an alteration of the criterion for positive if the pretest probability changes (e.g., Asian patients with lung cancer). This is in contrast to an allele-specific PCR assay, such as one which showed high concordance with tumor genotyping in a preliminary analysis of plasma from 241 Asian patients with lung cancer (21); such an assay is more difficult to quantitate and therefore more difficult to adjust to a higher specificity criterion in populations with lower mutation prevalence.

This study is one of several that have investigated plasma genotyping as a way of noninvasively detecting the EGFR T790M resistance mutation in patients with lung cancer treated with EGFR kinase inhibitors (13, 22–24). Yet this is the first study to demonstrate, across multiple patients, that serial assessment of plasma genotype allows detection of resistance weeks (and sometimes months) before clinical development of resistance. Early detection of resistance has particular importance given the growing role of EGFR T790M as a biomarker for patients with EGFR-mutant lung cancer and acquired resistance. First, acquired T790M has been associated with indolent growth and a favorable prognosis compared with T790M-negative acquired resistance (25). Second, third-generation EGFR kinase inhibitors with T790M-specific activity have recently been shown to have activity in patients with T790M-mediated acquired resistance (26–28). Although pharmaceutical development of T790M-directed targeted therapies could be limited by the challenges of performing a repeat biopsy after resistance develops (29), our data suggest that early emergence of
EGFR T790M can be identified noninvasively using ddPCR, and potentially used to guide subsequent treatment. The quantitative nature of plasma genotyping with ddPCR also offers a mechanism for monitoring the prevalence of tumor clones harboring a specific genotype, potentially giving insight into the pharmacodynamics of a targeted therapy. In liquid malignancies like chronic myelogenous leukemia, rapidity of molecular response to kinase inhibitors has been established as an important biomarker of prognosis, and helps indicate which patients may need early salvage therapy (30). Dieth and colleagues also found that cfDNA levels have the potential to be used in colorectal cancer, much like carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA) levels, to distinguish successful versus unsuccessful surgical resection (31). Similarly, serial assessment of a plasma genotype may prove to be a valuable biomarker for genotype-defined solid tumors treated with targeted therapies, both as a clinical biomarker of favorable outcome and potentially as an early clinical trial endpoint. Indeed, this was even suggested in our small series—the 1 patient not exhibiting a complete plasma response to erlotinib had early progression—and will need to be studied in larger cohorts. In addition, response assessment using plasma genotype quantification could potentially allow trial accrual for those patients with genotype-defined solid tumors that are not objectively measurable using conventional response criteria.

Although there is currently no standard unit for the reporting of plasma genotyping results, we have reported our results using copies per mL of plasma, as reported previously in the literature (9, 10). Other studies have presented plasma genotyping results as the percent of reactions that are mutant (7, 13). However, we worry that this relative concentration may be less precise, particularly at low concentrations—while 2 mutant copies/2,000 wild-type copies and 20 mutant copies/20,000 wild-type copies both can be calculated as 0.1% mutant, they are not equal, and the former is more likely to be a false positive. To facilitate comparisons, we have also provided our data recalculated using this alternate unit (see Supplementary Data. As this is a dynamically changing field, we encourage other investigators to consider that there may also be other more precise strategies for the presentation of plasma genotyping results.

In conclusion, we herein present a proof of concept demonstrating the clinical utility of cfDNA genotyping for detecting and monitoring EGFR sensitizing and drug resistance mutations for patients with NSCLC. ddPCR is an attractive technology as its speed, cost, and ease of use are similar to other PCR-based assays, yet the sensitivity and quantitative nature of this assay offers broader clinical application. Prospective validation based upon this initial experience is needed, and is under way.
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